
U10 Boys   Team WINS TIES LOSSES
103 xxxxxxx
101 xxxxxx x
107 xxxx x xx
102 xxxx xxx
104 xxxx xxx
108 xxx xxx x
106 xxx x xxx
100 xxx xxxx
105 xx xxxxx
111 x xx xxxx
109 x xxxxxx
110 x xxxxxx

U10 Girls    Team WINS TIES LOSSES
80 xxxxxxx
89 xxxxxx x
85 xxxxx xx
84 xxxx xxx
82 xxx x xxx
83 xxx x xxx
88 xx x xxxx
87 xx xxxxx
86 x x xxxxx
81 xxxxxxx

U12            Team WINS TIES LOSSES 
124 xxxxxxx
133 xxxxx x
128 xxxxx x x
123 xxxxx x x
125 xxxxx xxx
126 xxx x xx
132 xxx x xx
130 xxx x xxx
122 xx xxxxx
127 xx xx xx
131 x xx xxxxx
120 x xxxxxx
121 x xxxxxx
129 xxxxxxx

U15        Team WINS TIES LOSSES
147 xxxxxxxx
145 xxxx x xx
146 xxxx x xx
140 xxx x xxx
144 xxx x xxxx
141 xx xx xxx
143 xx xxxxx
142 xxxxxxx
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In order for our recreation tournament to remain an equitable and enjoyable event for our Tuolumne County Youth, the standings were tabulated and 
randomized for the first round with one filter in place: 
U10 Boys: (12 Teams) No team will be paired with another team that is ranked lower than 7 positions of the team with the winning record in the standings. 
(Example: 1st place team cannot play 9th-12th place teams.)
U10 Girls: (10 Teams) Same as above.
U12: (14 Teams) No team will be paired with another team that is ranked lower than 8 positions of the team with the winning record in the standings.
U15 (8 Teams) No team will be paired with another team that is ranked lower than 5 positions of the team with the winning record in the standings.




